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From the Hanafi Doxa to the Mecelle 
The Mufti of Amid and genealogies of the Ottoman jurisprudential
tradition 

Yavuz Aykan
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Introduction

Since the 1970s the scholarship tackling Ottoman legal institutions has long placed the

figure of the qadi at the center of its narrative. It is partially due to the nature of the

available primary sources (kadı  sicilleri) that the scholarship privileged the role of the

judge in the process of dispute resolution. The relative invisibility of the other actors in

Ottoman court records—such as provincial muftis (kenar müftileri)—led to the constitution

of a historiographical topos where the role of the Ottoman judge remained central. This

picture  is  perhaps  most  crystallized  in  the  historiography  of  the  so-called  ‘classical

period’ of the empire’s lifespan.1 

Recent studies on the Ottoman legal-doctrinal tradition have offered perspectives that

can be useful  for  changing this  dominant paradigm.  Rudolph Peters  has argued that

under the supervision of the state, Ottoman Hanafi jurists developed a body of uniform

legal doctrine that could be applied in legal disputes in the courts. While this process,

according to Peters, served to constitute an unequivocal body of law, it also limited the

qadi’s discretion in legal procedures.2 Because of his preoccupation with other dimensions

of the issue, Peters does not elaborate on the ways in which this development might be

observed in legal procedures. 

More recently, Guy Burak has pushed the debate further.3 Building his case against the

Mamluk  legal  tradition,  Burak  has  argued  that  from  the  16th-century  onwards,  the

Ottoman learned hierarchy favored a specific vein of Hanafi tradition. By doing so, he has
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called attention to the constitution of what he calls a ‘rûmî’ branch of Hanafism. Hence,

according to Burak,  a body of  text  identified in tabaqat works as the “books of  high

repute” attests to the constitution of a uniform Ottoman canon that emerged throughout

the early modern period.

In this article I will attempt to reveal the complexity of the historical process through

which the Ottoman Hanafi  doctrine has evolved. I  will  do so by placing the Ottoman

provincial muftis (kenar müftüleri) and the historicity of the Hanafi legal doctrine at the

center of my narrative. I will try to answer three different, yet interrelated questions:

Was the judgment of the Ottoman qadi governed by Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh)? What

was the role of the provincial muftis and their fatwas in litigation processes? Finally,

what can the collaboration between the qadi and the mufti in legal procedures tell us

about the crystallization of a Hanafi doxa4 in the early modern period, as the precursor of

the 19th-century codification era? 

This article pursues the circulation of a legal dissent (ikhtilaf) with regard to the rules

governing evidentiary law in Hanafi jurisprudential tradition.5 By drawing on a divorce

case that was brought before the judge of the Ottoman city of Amid in the 18th-century,

the  article  traces  the  genealogies  of  a  debate  among the  Hanafi jurists  on the  legal

capacity of the person judged to be in a state of madness.  There had existed a long-

standing dissent (ikhtilaf) among the Hanafi jurists on this particular question. In the 17th-

century the Ottoman chief mufti Çatalcalı Ali Efendi (d. 1692) favored a specific opinion as

the binding one. By focusing on the history of this legal dissent and on the traffic between

medieval  jurisprudential  traditions  of  the  wider  Islamic  oikoumene and  the  Ottoman

world,  I  will  show that Çatalcalı  Ali  Efendi’s opinion even infiltrated the 19th-century

codification of the Mecelle.

 

A Divorce Case on Trial

On July 7, 1739, a woman named Hamide, a resident of the İçkale quarter in the city of

Amid sent her proxy (vekil) al-hajj Mahmud son of Mullah Ömer to the legal court of the

city, in order to end her marriage with her husband, Seyyid Kemaleddin.6 As the judge

questioned  the  parties  it  turned  out  that  Kemaleddin  had  already  divorced  Hamide

during a quarrel with Hamide’s brother, Seyyid Sunullah. He uttered the divorce formula

three  times,  “go  to  your  brother’s  house,  I  divorced  you”7,  which  should  be  considered

according to the declarations of the proxy Mahmud as an irrevocable divorce (talak-ı
selâse  or talâk-ı  bâ’in ).  Such a  clear  and unequivocal  (sarih)  statement  of  the  divorce

formula does  not  require  the court’s  intervention,  for  the dissolution of  marriage is

legally effective after such an utterance by the husband, and the marriage is definitively

over.8 

The fact that Hamide brought her case before the judge reveals that her husband was

refusing  the  consequences  of  his  words.  Hence,  Kemaleddin  wished  to  continue  his

marriage in spite of the fact that he pronounced the divorce formula. The declarations of

the proxy Mahmud are as follows: 

Two days before the present trial, Seyyid Kemaleddin, while he was the husband of

aforementioned lady  Hamide, had  quarrel  with the  brother of  Hami de  named

Seyyid Sunullah. During the dispute, Kemaleddin uttered at once, three times “go to

your  brother’s  house,  I  divorced  you”,  applying  the  irrevocable  divorce  (talâk-ı
selâse). The abovementioned Hamide even declared, in the presence of Muslims and
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by citing them as witnesses that she was definitely divorced by abovementioned

Kemaleddin. At present, I ask on behalf of aforementioned lady Hamide that what is

necessary shall be applied according to the Sharia and according to the noble sense 

of the fatwas that she has in her hand.

Talâk refers to the normal case of divorce in the Islamic legal tradition. The married man

is the only party in a marriage who has the right to pronounce talâk to his wife. He does

not have any legal obligation to give a reason for the talâk in question.9 A talâk may be

legally revocable (rec’i) or irrevocable (selâse or bâ’in).  The revocable talâk is aimed at

allowing  the  spouses  to  reconcile  since  it  does  not  end  the  conjugal  relationship

immediately. It can be revoked during the waiting period (iddet) of women, consisting of

three  menstruation  periods  of  the  wife.  In  the  case  that  the  woman  no  longer

menstruates, this period is fixed at three months. The purpose is to determine whether or

not the woman is pregnant, and if so, the identity of the father of the child. It also gives

the spouses the opportunity to reconcile  before the definitive talâk.  It  is  during this

waiting period that the man has the right to withdraw the uttered talâk. If the man lets

this time elapse the marriage ends definitively.10 

In the case of an irrevocable talâk, a marriage is dissolved immediately. The free man

should  pronounce  the  divorce  formula  three  times  in  order  for  the  divorce  to  be

irrevocable (bâ’in). For example: If a man says to his wife: “You are divorced”, the woman

is divorced once. If the husband says again, “you are divorced”, the woman is divorced

again. However, it is the third utterance of the talâk formula that puts an end to the

marriage definitely. Expressions that lead to the irrevocable talâk must be unequivocal (

sarih). Legally, each unequivocal formula uttered by the man is considered to be annexed

(mülhak) to one another. It is by this accumulation that the third formula uttered by the

husband is considered to be the strongest one and so engenders the definitive divorce. If

one who announces the divorce uses ambiguous or equivocal expressions (kinaya), the

couple must apply to a legal expert in order to clarify the situation. A new marriage

contract between former spouses can be concluded after an irrevocable talâk only if the

woman consummates another marriage with a different man and then gets repudiated by

him. 

In the case of  Hamide and Kemaleddin,  after  the declaration of  the proxy the judge

questioned Kemaleddin.  Kemaleddin accepted the  fact  that  Hamide was  his  wife  but

declared for his defense: 

I uttered [those words] in a state of madness and epilepsy (masru’ iken)11 

Kemaleddin’s declaration before the judge was not advantageous for Hamide. According

to Islamic jurisprudence, a divorce pronounced by a husband in a state of delirium or 

temporary madness is not valid. This jurisprudential principal is closely connected to the

conception  of  legal  faculty/legal  capacity  in  law.  In  this  context  only  a  free  (hurr),

mentally healthy (‘aql) Muslim of a certain age (balig) possesses full legal capacity. Only

under  this  condition is  he/she fully  responsible  (mukallaf)  vis-à-vis  the  law.12 As  the

utterance of the divorce formula was closely related to the man’s ‘intention’, he had to be

in full possession of his mental and physical health. As such, it is obvious that with his

declaration  before  the  judge,  Kemaleddin  aimed  at  saving  the  marriage  he  already

jeopardized. 

According to Islamic jurisprudence, in a court proceeding, only the plaintiff is entitled to

support his/her claims by witnesses in a case where the defense would deny the charge. If

the plaintiff is not able to gather the necessary witnesses to prove his accusation, the
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judge asks the defense to take an oath for his denial. However, in our case, the fact that

Kemaleddin advances another claim before the judge puts Kemaleddin into a position

equal to that of the plaintiff. In other words, by advancing a different story before the

judge, he takes the position wherein he is expected to prove his argument; that is, his

state  of  madness  during  the  utterance  of  the  divorce  formula.  This  position  is  very

advantageous because it allows the individual to present the strongest case before the

judge, which is the testimony (bayyina).13

However, after registering Kemaleddin’s declaration and the refutation of the proxy who

claims that “Kemaleddin was not affected by the mentioned condition”, the court scribe offers

the following highly formulaic sentence: 

[since]  the  proof  for  sanity  [of  the  person] takes  precedence  over  that  of  [his] 

madness, the production of evidence to support his refutation was requested from

the aforementioned proxy.14

Although we would expect that Kemaleddin had to have the right of taking the position of

proving his madness before the judge, it is obvious that this sentence registered by the

scribe in the court record rendered this principal legally null. Why such a particularity?

Or why, according to the court, would the proof supporting Kemaleddin’s sanity during

the repudiation take precedence over the proof supporting his epilepsy or madness? As I

will discuss below, this point is an important detail and offers a window into the history

of the development of Hanafi jurisprudence with regard to evidentiary law. By keeping

this detail in mind, let us turn back to the case in hand.

Upon the judge’s request, Hamide brought four men who testify to the effectiveness of

Kemaleddin’s  repudiation and to offer  witness  testimony regarding Kemaleddin’s  full

legal capacity during the utterance of the divorce formula. Their testimony in the court is

registered as follows:

Indeed  two  days  before  the  present  court  hearing  [the]  above  mentioned

Kemaleddin divorced his aforementioned wife, Hamide daughter of al-hajj Mustafa

when he was sane and in full  possession of  his  [mental]  health.  He uttered the

divorce  formula  at  once,  three  times  by  saying “go  to  your  brother’s  house,  I

divorced you”. He admitted this in our presence. We testify on this matter and we 

even take oath. 

After the witnesses’ oral testimony, the proxy Mahmud submitted three fatwas to the

court, formulated by the city’s Hanafi mufti. By formulating the fatwas, the mufti aimed

at aligning the case at hand to certain authoritative texts considered to be the “most

respected books of fiqh”.15 The jurisprudential texts that are consulted by the mufti and

adduced to each fatwa in order to support his legal opinion encompass a vast geography

and a long history, connecting the far corners of Hanafi jurisprudential tradition to the

Ottoman Empire. These texts are not only important for understanding the destiny of

Hamide and Kemaleddin’s marriage. More importantly, they provide the historian with a

unique lens to relocate Ottoman Hanafism to a larger interpretive tradition. 

 

Three fatwas and the “most respected books of fiqh” (
kütüb mu’teberât-ı fıqhiyye)

A fatwa is a legal opinion formulated by a jurisconsult (mufti), as a response to the legal

questions of individuals (mustafti).16 In the court of the city of Amid, the use of fatwas by

individuals shows that,  in complex legal cases,  the fatwa had the role of guiding the
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actors of the legal dispute—including the judge—towards a final verdict in favor of the

one who brings the fatwa to the court. In this sense, fatwas were simple abstractions of

real legal disputes. In a fatwa, individuals were identified with pseudonyms such as Zeyd

and Amr. The questions addressed to the mufti referred to real problems that were to be

discussed before the judge during a court hearing. The legal problems were supposed to

be formulated in order to allow yes or no answers.17 The first fatwa formulated by the

Hanafi mufti of Amid and adduced to the case reads :

If Zeyd says three times to his wife Hind “I divorced you, I divorced you, I divorced

you”; and in this condition given that an unequivocal [statement] is annexed to 

[other]  unequivocal [ones],  could  the  aforementioned  Hind  be  considered  triply

divorced according to the Sharia? The correct answer is yes, as it is clearly stated in

Qadikhan, one of the most authoritative books of fiqh: If a man says to [his] woman

you are divorced, you are divorced, you are divorced [then] she is divorced triply.18 

The fatwa includes a quotation from the book entitled al-Fatawa al-Khaniyya which is

abbreviated by the mufti as Qadikhan. The author of this book is the late 12th-century

Transoxanian Hanafi jurist Qadikhan Fakhr al-Din al-Hasan b. Mansur al-Farghani (d. 1196).19 

The fatwa clearly underlines the rules governing the irrevocable divorce (talâk-ı bâ’in or

talâk-ı  selâse).  It  remainds the basic principal that the divorce formula uttered by the

husband should be unequivocal and pronounced at once, three times. 

Was the formula uttered by Kemaleddin as clear as the fatwa mentioned above? The

answer is no. That’s why the mufti,  after having formulated this first fatwa, issued a

second one in order to give the court a legal reason as to why the statement uttered by

Kemaleddin had to be considered as an irrevocable divorce. The second fatwa reads: 

If Zeyd, in a moment of passion, says to his wife Hind: “I divorced you, go to your

brother’s house”, and since [according to the law] by saying “I divorced you”, one

revocable  divorce  and  by  saying  “go  to  your  brother’s  house”  one  irrevocable 

divorce takes effect, and given that in this case the irrevocable [divorce] is annexed

into the unequivocal [one],  could aforementioned Hind be divorced only by two

talâks? The correct answer is yes, as it is clearly stated in Multaqa, one of the most

respected books of fiqh: an irrevocable divorce is annexed into an unequivocal [one]
20. 

This fatwa, legitimized by Hanafi jurist Ibrahim al-Halabi’s (d. 1549) famous book Multaqa

al-Abhur,  is  important for its  content as well  as for the ways in which it  reveals the

historicity of Hanafi jurisprudence. In order for an irrevocable divorce to take place, the

husband had to pronounce the divorce formula three times in an unequivocal manner. By

saying only one time “I divorced you”, the divorce could be revoked by the husband

during the wife’s waiting period. The same goes for the pronouncement of the second

divorce formula during this period.  However,  what is striking in this fatwa is that it

contains the expression “go to your brother’s house” which is considered, according to the

fatwa, as an irrevocable divorce. The fatwa also highlights that “an irrevocable divorce is

annexed  to  the  unequivocal  one”.  In  order  to  comprehend  this  point,  let  me  offer  a

parenthetical commentary in order to peer into the details of this specific point in Hanafi

legal tradition.

In the 8th century, the teaching of Abu Hanifa in Iraq, the founder of the Hanafi school of

law had already spread to Central Asia. The Islam of Transoxania had developed its own

distinct Hanafi interpretation.21 The city of Balkh in today’s Afghanistan became the first

major center of Hanafism in Asia. As an intellectual group, the jurists of Balkh formed a

tradition of eastern Hanafism as a distinct identity.22 One of the particularities of this

tradition was  their  interpretation of  the  rules  governing divorce  in  the Hanafi  legal
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tradition.  By  working  almost  like cultural  anthropologists,  jurists  of  the  region

articulated a new doctrine concerning equivocal and unequivocal divorce formulas. They

argued that certain expressions that could be considered as equivocal for Iraqi society

could  be  unequivocal  for  another  culture.23 In  this  process,  they  cited  a  number  of

examples in order to show that it is indeed the intention of the man that should be the

decisive factor in the establishment of the validity of a divorce. If  in one culture,  an

expression like “get out of this house” clearly reflects the will and the intention of the man

for divorce, then it should be considered as “unequivocal” and should be annexed to an

“irrevocable” divorce. As such, in the second fatwa integrated into Hamide’s case, the

citation in Arabic “an irrevocable divorce is annexed into an unequivocal [one]” refers to this

specific interpretation of divorce and suggests that in 18th-century Ottoman Amid, the

expression “go to your brother’s house” clearly shows Kemaleddin’s intention of divorcing

Hamide. By citing this opinion from Ibrahim al-Halabi’s Multaqa al-Abhur, the Hanafi mufti

of  Amid  called  attention  to  Kemaleddin’s  real  intention  during  his  utterance  of  the

divorce formula.

The final fatwa submitted to the court by the proxy Mahmud refers to Kemaleddin’s

argument  regarding  his  state  of  madness  during  divorce.  Undoubtedly,  this  was  the

strongest card in Kemaleddin’s hand during the judicial contest. However, the last fatwa

aims at rendering this argument legally null. The fatwa reads: 

If Zeyd, at one time losing and at another time regaining his conscious divorces his

wife Hind and [later on] says that “I divorced her in a state of madness” and pro

duces the necessary proof [in front of the court] and the aforementioned Hind also

produces proof showing that he [Zeyd] was rational and if in this case there exists a

dissent (ikhtilaf) among the Hanafi jurists as to the validity of both proofs, could the

judge of the case make a decision [in favor of the one] who brings the proof of

discernment? The correct answer is yes, as it is clearly stated in Qunya, one of the

most respected books of fiqh: the proof for sanity takes precedence over the proof

of madness24. 

The authoritative text abbreviated in the fatwa as Kitâb-ı Qunya is Najm al-Din al-Zahidi

al-Ghazmini’s  (d.1260)  Qunyat  al-munya  li-tatmim  al-Ghunya.25 The  fatwa  describes

Kemaleddin’s mental state as someone who is not in a permanent state of madness. This

suggests  that  the  crux  of  the  matter  was  the  instability/ambiguity  of  Kemaleddin’s

general mental state (be it epileptic or mad).26 Since both parties (i.e. Kemaleddin and the

proxy Mahmud) brought opposing proofs on the mental state of Kemaleddin during his

utterance of the talâk formula, the fatwa underlines that in such a case there exists a

dissent (ikhtilaf) in the Hanafi legal tradition on the validity of both proofs. The fatwa also

underlines that, according to al-Qunya, the proof arguing for Kemaleddin’s full possession

of his legal capacity takes precedence over the opposing proof. The fatwa makes clear

that in this case the qadi has the authority to pronounce his judgment in favor of Hamide.

In other words, despite the existing dissent in the Hanafi tradition, it is clear that the

judge preferred the validity of this proof as the binding opinion in conformity with the

sentence quoted from al-Qunya. 

This fatwa brings us back to the question that I raised at the beginning of this article:

Why did Kemaleddin lose his right to offer his own testimony during the court procedure

in order to prove his madness? The answer to this question lies in the history of the legal

dissent that existed on this particular subject in Hanafi tradition and in Ottoman jurists’

preference of a specific vein of its interpretation. 
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The Mecelle in the Making

This legal debate dates back to the legal opinion of Abu Yusuf Ya‘qub (d. 798), one of the

disciples of Abu Hanifa (d. 767), the founder of the Hanafi school of law.27 It is discussed in

Ibn ‘Abidin’s (d. 1836) Radd al-Muhtar ‘ala ad-Durr al-Mukhtar.28 According to Ibn ‘Abidin,

Abu Yusuf discusses the issue in case of a sales transaction: One person sells his house to

another person. Subsequently two witnesses declare that he sold the house in a state of

madness. Two other witnesses challenge this proof by arguing that the vendor was indeed

sane  during  the  transaction.  According  to  Abu Yusuf,  the  proof  supporting  that  the

person in question was in full possession of his legal capacity—sui juris— takes precedence

during a court hearing. 

Ibn ‘Abidin quotes two other texts that represent a departure from this classical Hanafi

tradition. The first text quoted by Ibn ‘Abidin is abbreviated as al-Ashbah.29 The subject of

discussion is an inheritor whose legal capacity is ambiguous. In this case the one who

claims that the heir was ill during the sharing of the succession—and consequently the

sharing  should  legally  be  invalid—his/her  eye-witnessing  takes  precedence  over  the

opposing  testimony.  According  to  al-Ashbah,  the  same  principal  applies  for  cases  of

divorce and manumission.30 Unlike Abu Yusuf’s position, according to al-Ashbah, in case of

a conflicting eye-witnessing of a contracting agent’s legal capacity, the proof claiming the

illness (or madness) of the person takes precedence. 

Ibn ‘Abidin also cites Jami‘ al-Fatawi, and this too represents a departure from Abu Yusuf.31

This time, the case in question is a person who suffers from dementia (‘atah). The proof

supporting the person’s suffering from dementia during a transaction takes precedence

according to Jami‘ al-Fatawi. 

Ibn ‘Abidin continues:

In the Qunya the proof for sanity takes precedence over the proof for dementia or

madness in case of a sale.32 

Ibn  ‘Abidin  makes  it  clear  that  in  his  al-Qunya,  al-Ghazmini  discusses  dementia  and

madness at the same time in spite of the fact that in the last fatwa adduced to Hamide and

Kemaleddin’s court case, only the question of madness was underlined in the sentence

cited from al-Qunya by the mufti. It is also striking to see that according to Ibn ‘Abidin, al-

Ghazmini discusses the issue in case of a sales transaction. The mufti of Amid seems to

have  made  an  analogy  between a  sales  contract  and a  divorce  case—both of  which,

logically, require full legal capacity. By doing so, the mufti bound the case at hand to the

opinion articulated in al-Qunya in the case of a sales transaction. 

Ibn ‘Abidin argues that in his al-Qunya, al-Ghazmini followed the tradition of Abu Yusuf

on this particular point. He also adds that the mufti of Rum (mufti al-Rum) Çatalcalı Ali

Efendi (d. 1692) has followed this path.33 As I am going to discuss in what follows, the chief

Ottoman mufti Çatalcalı Ali Efendi did indeed end the dissent, at least for the Ottoman

doctrinal tradition, by favoring the opinion of Abu Yusuf as the binding one.34

In his Fetâvâ-yı  Ali Efendi, the chief jurist devoted an entire chapter to the question of

proof (bayyina). Entitled “On the preference of proof” (fi tercih’ül beyyinat), he discusses

different legal issues that have created dissent in the Hanafi legal tradition with regard to

the rules governing the question of proof. The chapter contains 53 fatwas penned on this

topic with the aim of underlining certain points over which there was no unity of opinion
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in Hanafi tradition. The fatwas include, but are not limited to: Conflicting accounts of eye-

witnessing regarding the testament of a person on his/her deathbed (maraz-ı mevt); the

validity of the testimony from a person suffering from dementia (ateh); and the weight of

the proof provided by the person asserting that he/she concluded an amicable settlement

(sulh) under duress (ikrah), etc…35 Çatalcalı Ali’s legal opinion on the issue of madness and

proof reads as follows:

Query:  If  in  a  [legal] dispute  the  proof  of  madness  and  that  of  sanity  is

[simultaneously] provided [by the conflicting parties] which proof should [legally]

be relied upon?

Answer: [In such a case] the proof of sanity takes precedence.36 

It is striking to see that the chief mufti does not give any specific context in order to

formulate his fatwa. Çatalcalı  Ali’s authoritative tone suggests that by abstracting the

question,  his aim was to universalize this legal rule in order to apply it  to any legal

dispute  (be  it  a  sales  contract  or  divorce).  What  is  more,  for  the  Ottoman doctrinal

tradition he seems to have once and for all put a lid on the long-standing dissent. This is

the reason for which, more than a quarter century later when Hamide sued her husband

Kemaleddin, the scribe of the court of Amid announced from the very beginning of the

court record that “the proof  of  sanity [of  the person] takes  precedence over  that  of  [his] 

madness” which, in turn, led the judge to give the right to bring testimony to the proxy

Mahmud, rather than Kemaleddin, who had taken a position akin to that of a plaintiff

during the court hearing. Hence, in his endeavor to constitute uniform rules governing

evidentiary law, Çatalcalı  Ali eliminated the intra-madhhab dissents on this particular

subject so as to make it conform to the Ottoman Hanafi doxa. 

This legal opinion’s adventure is not limited to Çatalcalı Ali’s intervention. This principal

passed into the constitution of the Mecelle as well in the 19 th-century. When we take a

close look at the articles of the text, it is mentioned in Article 1767 of the code where the

rules governing economic transactions are discussed. As was the case with al-Ghazmini’s

opinion,  the  question of  dementia  (ateh in  Ottoman),  together  with madness,  is  also

addressed in the code. The article runs as follows:

Article 1767:  According to the agreement of  the [most]  enlightened [jurists]  the

proof for sanity, in other words the proof supporting the sanity of the agent [during

a transaction] predominates over the proof of the loss of rationality or dementia.37 

The author of the annotation of the Mecelle cites three sources: The Radd al-Muhtar of Ibn

‘Abidin, the fatwa of Çatalcalı Ali, and finally, a text titled Tekmile whose author I could

not identify. Abu Yusuf and al-Ghazmini are absent among the sources cited for drafting

the Mecelle for a simple historical reason: Their integration into Ottoman authoritative

texts such as Radd al-Muhtar or Fetâvâ-yı Ali Efendi seems to have rendered the original

sources forgotten for the drafters of the code. This is perhaps one of the many indicators

that attest to the crystallization of an Ottoman Hanafi doxa before the Mecelle. 

 

Conclusion: 

The historical adventure of the legal dissent on the legal capacity of the madman has

important implications for the aims of the present volume as well as for mapping the

historicity of Ottoman legal structures that stretch back to previous legal universes. This

was made apparent in the deployment of a specific Hanafi legal doctrine (in the form of

fatwas)  that  aimed at  resolving the knotty  points  of  Hamide and Kemaleddin’s  legal
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dispute.  This  operation  was  made  possible  by  the  provincial  muftis’  (kenar  müftileri)

involvement in the process of dispute resolution. Hence, the mufti had the vital role of

creating a dialogue between the dispute in question and the legal doctrine articulated by

the “author-jurists38” such as al-Ghazmini, Qadikhan, or Ibrahim al-Halabi. Such a picture

has the potential of recasting the historiographical topos that has long placed the figure of

the judge and his discretionary power at the center of its narratives. 

The  long-standing  historical  dissent  over  the  question  of  proof  of  discernment  and 

Çatalcalı Ali’s intervention into this process powerfully attests to Ottoman jurists’ efforts

to eliminate nodes of dissent (ikhtilaf) in the Hanafi legal tradition. This process was an

important part of the constitution of an Ottoman Hanafi doxa in the early modern period.

As such, the historical route that also led to the codification of the Mecelle was much more

complex than the schematic description presupposed by straightforward linear accounts. 

In other words, the emergence of the Mecelle in the 19th-century demarcates a critical

historical encounter between modern codification as a ‘form’ and the constitution of the

Ottoman Hanafi doxa, as the historical and the doctrinal grounds of this code.39 

It remains commonplace to write about this history as the offshoot of a modernizing logic

that would somehow over determine the 19th-century political and historical landscapes.

However, despite having been left to oblivion, the infiltration of the opinion of Abu Yusuf

via al-Ghazmini in the Mecelle has a message for historians grappling with the puzzling

questions  of  the  19th-century:  Beyond  the  grand  narratives  of  modernization,  the

historicity and the operations of the fiqh invite us to re-think this Hanafi tenor diffused in

the modernization of the Ottoman/Turkish legal system that should be further addressed

in future studies.
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